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Chat Examiner Crack+ Product Key Free Download For PC

Chat Examiner is a component of Paraben's P2 Examination Technology which provides the tools you
need to prepare for and perform a comprehensive examination of ICQ, Yahoo, MSN, Trillian and
Miranda chat logs. Chat logs are essential to many cases. However, they can also be difficult to prepare
for when conducting a P2 Examination. Unlike other tools on the market, Chat Examiner provides many
tools to assist you. Chat Examiner performs the following functions: ￭ Searches for keywords and string
within log files ￭ Extracts e-mail and address information and submits it to a database ￭ Bookmarks chat
logs to a designated folder (with keyword alerts) ￭ Creates graph reports (an archived view of all the
chats on a given account) ￭ Deletes entries that are old enough to not have any material value ￭ Sets up
search patterns to search for specific chat logs (and replies) in large Chat logs ￭ Exports chat logs to
Paraben's P2 Examination Technology ￭ Is fully Unicode-compliant ￭ Access can be granted by server
administrator ￭ Supports separate databases for all ICQ, Yahoo, MSN, Trillian, Miranda and AOL
Instant Messenger versions from 1999 to 2003b ￭ Supports all clients from all versions (1999-2003b) ￭
A 30-day free trial is available for download at www.paraben.com Please note that Paraben's P2
Examination Technology can be accessed at www.paraben.com, or downloaded from the examination-
technology section of the Paraben website. Paraben Chat Examiner is compatible with Paraben's P2
Examination Technology. Although Paraben's P2 Examination Technology can be purchased separately,
Paraben Chat Examiner is included free for a limited time with purchase. Paraben Chat Examiner
Limitations: • Supports only the following chat log files: ICQ 1999-2003 Yahoo MSN 6.1-7.0 Trillian
Miranda AOL Instant Messenger (AIM) • The following version of ICQ must be set-up as the default
client for examining chat logs: ICQ 2003b • The following versions of the ICQ client must be set-up as
the default client for examining chat logs: ICQ 2003 • The following versions of the Yahoo client must

Chat Examiner Free [April-2022]

Chat Examiner Free Download is designed to accommodate all mediums of online conversation. Its
advanced filtering mechanism allows for the rapid identification of chat data that matches what you are
looking for. Using very few clicks, the investigator can quickly link the events together to form a
timeline. ChatExaminer is a comprehensive ICQ/ICQ-Forensic product made by Paraben. This add-in is
designed to search, present and analyze Chat Logs. ChatLogSearch shows you the real-time chats, text
and URL history. It quickly reveals the following information from the logs: - Real-Time Chat Logs -
Messages - Contacts - Dates - URLs - Evidence This software is licensed to users on a perpetual basis
with a 60 day money back guarantee. ChatExaminer has been used in the court-room, government and
military, entertainment, educational, social and other industries since its inception. ChatExaminer may
be purchased from AppNotes is a toolkit designed specifically to aid in the analysis of chat records. It
offers two additional chat utilities called the "Core" and "Advanced Core". Core enables you to search
chats within one or more chat applications. It also enables you to create time-stamped directories.
Advanced Core extends the functionality of the Core and lets you search the whole chat history for any
word or phrase. It works with any chat log with no functionality limits. Search in chats, groups,
conversations, and individual chats and even find conversations where a particular word or phrase was
said (within a chat message or within a bookmarked chat). AppNotes is licensed to use at your own risk.
It is provided "as is" without warranty of any kind. No guarantee of any kind is given as to its accuracy,
any other software or utility included or the operability of its components. Basic Features: * Search chat
logs of any chat application and/or chat log file * Find conversation or group chats by a particular user *
Create time-stamped directories * Create time-stamped directories * Search the history of multiple chat
sessions * Sort messages by text, date or time * Sort messages by text, date or time * Use filters to
search and sort the chat history * Search and sort conversations and chats * Find conversations where a
word or phrase was said * Find conversations where a word or phrase was said * Report messages and
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Chat Examiner is a breakthrough tool for handling chat logs. If you receive a chat log in a case, Chat
Examiner can help you to locate, preserve, search, analyze, and report on it. Chat Examiner provides
specific tools to help you analyze chat logs in a variety of ways, including: ￭ Searches for specific
keywords within chat logs ￭ Provides Auto-search capability to help you find hidden text within a large
chat log ￭ Bookmark and filter rows ￭ Analyzes chat logs for accuracy, and generates an itemized report
of chat log activity ￭ Prints individual chat logs as a fax for easy printing Chat Examiner Pricing: ￭ $34
While many of us carry a digital audio recorder (or two) on our person at all times, it's no-no for
examiners to use this equipment as a standalone tool to gather and analyze digital evidence. However, in
some cases, an examiner may be asked to conduct an initial review of audio data acquired from a device
that's been recovered from an evidence scene. In those cases, it's critical to have a specialized application
to perform a thorough analysis of audio files. Paraben's Audex is a standalone tool designed exclusively
to support the examination of audio logs. If you're asked to review audio logs from a device (e.g., a
phone, a computer, etc.) that was recovered from an evidence scene, Audex can be an effective, fast,
and efficient way to perform a thorough analysis of the audio files. Audex is a powerful, full-featured
tool that performs a variety of tasks on audio files. Some of the key features of Audex include: ￭ Can be
installed and run directly from memory, for fast, efficient analysis ￭ Supports many popular file
formats, including MP3, WAV, AIFF, and AMR ￭ Includes a variety of tools for performing a fast
overview of the data ￭ Supports many popular audio workflows (e.g., random-access tagging, sequence-
based tagging, etc.) ￭ Includes presets and tools to perform common exam tasks ￭ Includes integrated
PDF output of log data Audex Description: Audex is a freeware, standalone tool that is designed to
support the analysis of audio files. Audex supports a variety of popular file formats, including MP3,
WAV, AIFF, and AMR. Audex

What's New In Chat Examiner?

ChatExaminer is a component of Paraben's P2 Forensic Collection. Paraben's P2 Forensic Collection is
a suite of tools based around Paraben's P2 Examination Technology. P2 Examination Technology offers
a robust suite of tools to do just about any digital examination or data extraction. The reason we chose to
use Paraben's Examination Technology was because we felt it offered the most functionality and
versatility. If you need to examine chat, mobile phone (MMS), pictures, and other types of digital files
you will want to look at our products. P2 Forensic Collection consists of the P2 Examination Technology
and the P2 Analyzer. Both are included with Paraben's P2 Exam Bundle. The P2 Exam Bundle is a one-
time purchase that includes P2 Forensic Collection for a discounted price. You can view the P2 Exam
Bundle pricing on the Paraben website. ChatExaminer allows you to analyse chat logs on any of the
following chat networks: ICQ, Yahoo, MSN, Trillian, & Miranda. ChatExaminer also allows you to
identify contacts and potentially login to a user's account. ChatExaminer Features: ￭ Complete
bookmarking and reporting functionality ￭ Supports ICQ 1999-2003b, Yahoo, MSN 6.1, 6.2, 7.0, & 7.5,
Trillian, & Miranda Chat Logs ￭ Advanced filtering and searching options ￭ Auto-search function helps
locate Chat Logs ￭ Compatible with Paraben's P2 Examination Technology Limitations: ￭ 30 Days or
23 executions Make sure you have the latest version of Paraben's P2 Forensic Collection - v2.36 or
higher. If you are using Windows and Mac OS X and you don't have the latest update please download
the latest update. Comes with Paraben's Chat Examiner, Paraben's P2 Collection (Bundle), and Paraben's
P2 Forensic Collection (Bundle). New features and bug fixes are always available so we recommend that
you always keep current. If you haven't downloaded the latest updates please do so now. Chat Examiner
requires.NET Framework 3.5 or higher and uses an external program to open chat logs. Therefore you
may need to install.NET 3.5 if you don't have it already. Please see this post for downloading help:
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System Requirements For Chat Examiner:

Minimum: OS: Mac OS X 10.8 (Mountain Lion) or newer Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo (2.4 GHz) or
faster Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: Apple's recommended system requirements for Metal are 1.3
GHz quad-core Intel Core i5 or newer and 8 GB RAM. OpenGL version 3.3 or later is required. Hard
disk: 16 GB available space Headset: Built-in microphone, on-ear or on-ear headphones recommended
Note: Apple's
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